Adding items to the new Google Calendar:
With the transition to google calendar, there’s some tweaks to how events can be added. Some will see
it as an easier way, some won’t. I’ve created a few screenshots to help you along.
The location on the Wastekeep webpage hasn’t changed. Still top left corner of the screen:

However, once you click that link, the layout is a bit different:

Now, here’s the changes. To add events to the calendar – you have to create an event on a calander you
have and invite the calendar to that event (calendar.wastekeep@gmail.com).
Here I’ve done it from my work account (which has no rights to that calendar)

Which then shows up on the calendar like this (spelling error and all):

The important things to remember are to have the Subject mean something, an accurate location, and
the correct time. Because they’re what’s going to come through on the front page.

Any detail you add to the calendar (where I added “This is a demo of how…”) will show up if you click on
the link on the calendar itself.
What if you don’t use outlook?
Here’s a screenshot of the same thing from my Gmail account:

calendar.wastekeep@gmail.com has to be added under the “add guests” on the right hand side, then
they show up in the guest list.
Now, once you do this, the calendar items are linked. So, if you make changes to your copy, it *should*
update the one on the baronies website.
Other calendar programs will also be able to add calendar.wastekeep@gmail.com – but I don’t have any
other screenshots. Shouldn’t be too hard to figure out.
If all else fails, the people who can add items to the calendar directly are the Seneschal, Exchequer, and
Web Minister. Send one of us an email and we’ll be happy to add it for you.

